
A 50s themed diner serves my family for breakfast

My mother hates runny eggs but will still sit beside me 

while I swallow them down in a red booth

Or will smile bright yolk eyes that run, 

get mopped up in a hunk of rye

My father is the box of Cheerios a waiter eats 

in the corner of the kitchen

three cigarettes into his third double of the week

My brother is the Heart Healthy omelette

or at least the wilted spinach in it, 

that which is always first in the pan,

the way it shrivels in cooking oil,

the way it folds into mushrooms and tomatoes so quietly

My sister is the three bites of cold pancake

The hardened syrup left behind in their wake

The pad of butter opened, but untouched

My dad’s parents are two smoking cups of black coffee,

dark roast because it’s 7PM 

and decaf gives Elaine a headache

My mom’s mom is the half-a-grapefruit add on

or the cottage cheese

or the tub of I-Can’t-Believe-It’s-Not-Butter 

stashed in someone’s purse



My mom’s dad is the syrup

But only if its Hungry Jack

The niece that got suspended from school

is the ketchup everyone insists tastes funny

The cousin that is depressed

is the meal sent back

The nephew that lives with a “roommate”

Is the green cholula hot sauce

My panic attacks

are the side of avocado slices everyone wants to order, 

but are just too much money

The check is

“The only thing we fight over”

The 50s themed diner

Is the way that we don’t talk about this poem

The napkin they wipe their mouths on is me

I am the crumpled lipstick kiss

I am the clean up after,

Where the crumbs collect

Or what is folded and set aside with an empty plate
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